
CONTEMPORARY THEMES IN HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

as central to modern business ideology and the conduct of management. There is a further suspicion that the Gadarene
rush to adopt the term 'hospitality.

Each one of its 52 unique homepage demos are expertly styled to suit their target industry. In fact, there are
over options at your disposal, helping you adapt the theme to your overall vision and goals. This industry also
contributes almost one tenth of the total global gross domestic product GDP. There are thoughtful inclusions,
such as a weather module for the header, and an impressive built-in booking system. Bookings and
reservations are handled by the bundled AweBooking plugin. It is expected that during the near future the
global hospitality sector will be growing further. For those who have international locations, or the need to
cater to guests with different cultural and language background, Castello is also compatible with the WPML
plugin. Furthermore, each entry offers an image gallery viewable within a stylish lightbox. Also for the reason
that the industry is increasingly pressed to reduce costs with keeping very high quality standard for meeting
guest expectations, the companies are being expected to do more with less. Bellevue is a solid choice for
hotels or bed and breakfasts to present their offerings in a stylish light for a very reasonable price. Questioning
techniques anchored in the behavioural factors for conducting the interviewswith the purpose of recruiting
hotel employees. On a global level, the total number of jobs which are generated by the travel and tourism
industry is as much as million. This is one theme to add to your shortlist, pronto! Processing payments is also
a breeze with the fully integrated WooCommerce plugin. Philoxenia Philoxenia features a rather similar layout
to many other hotel and luxury resort themes. All of these will impact the future trends of this industry
significantly Edvardsson,  A suitable theme for your hotel should firstly offer quick and easy design options. It
is missing features such as an availability calendar and the ability to take bookings. This theme focuses on
beautifully presenting the best features of your hotel or resort through the elegant full-width slider.
Furthermore, Riverside Resort bundles two popular plugins â€” Visual Composer for customizing your
layouts, and Slider Revolution for displaying important information and prominent calls to action. Also the
lodging markets which have been dormant so far are expected to gain traction in view of the fact that investor
groups are finding increasing opportunities for gaining higher returns in these emerging submarkets as well as
secondary locations. There are also many fonts to choose, and a practically unlimited color palette. Iver Hotels
can come in many forms. However, the real shining light of Morrison Hotel is its comprehensive booking
options. For that reason, Sailing comes with its own booking plugin â€” the TP Hotel Booking plugin by
ThimPress â€” which provides a flexible and user-friendly means to manage your bookings, rooms, room
types, room capacity, coupons, payments and more. It has six pre-built home pages you can try, and a large
collection of useful inner pages. To that end, Milos includes a handy menu manager, enabling you to display
your offerings directly on your site. Other special features include specific shortcodes, page templates, a
reservation module and more. Of course, functionality is also key for your hotel website. Hotello is ultimately
a very solid theme, with some thoughtful features and functionality. Amongst its many elements, TheGem has
Google Maps, contact forms, and pricing tables, all of which may come in handy. Hoteller also includes a
comprehensive and fully-featured booking system. Enter Haven â€” a theme oozing class, with some design
elements well suited to hotel sites. It is fully compatible with WooCommerce and WPML support is included,
not to mention a built-in booking system and availability calendar. There are also four header layouts,
including a sticky option, with an optional weather module. The minimal design incorporates sticky
navigation, beautiful rollover animation effects, and very complementary typography. Arguably the most
important factor when it comes to running a hotel is having a top-notch and seamless online booking system.
The user experience once loaded is amazing, with some of those images contributing to a very nice parallax
effect. The best news is that a booking form can be displayed front and center on your site, which gives
visitors plenty of encouragement to reserve their rooms with your business. Hotel Leisure is â€” naturally â€”
responsive, looking notably good on mobile devices even with its advanced booking form features. This theme
offers a six template layouts based on a variety of different niches, and also a Coming Soon page. Finally,
Zermatt includes a built-in booking form module, so potential customers can become guests of your
establishment at the touch of a button.


